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Social Media is a popular tool in marketing and support organizations. This white 
paper explores how IT can also leverage Social Media to build relationships with 
users through improved service and collaboration.

“Post it”, “tag it”, “tweet it”, “like it”. These phrases have become commonplace in the lexicon 
of our world today—a world built on the social connectivity of global networks like Facebook, 
Twitter and Linkedin.  With one in thirteen people in the world having a Facebook page, and 25 
billion tweets sent last year alone, it is safe to say social media has revolutionized the every day 
communication patterns of people around the world. 

The user friendly, interactive format of these new technologies have introduced social networking 
to the masses and has set the standard for easy to use technology and communication. With the 
subsequent birth of enterprise collaboration tools like Yammer or Jive, the complexities of legacy 
technology platforms are becoming taboo to the everyday technology user, not only at home, but 
now also in the work place. 

While the impact of social networking on personal relationships is well documented, we are just 
beginning to understand its impact on the global work force and its incredible potential to 
revolutionize business operations. 

Historically, social media within the work place has been frowned upon or even feared—something 
seen as counter-productive, unprofessional and a security risk. Social media sites were only 
acceptable within certain realms of the business for generating leads, increasing exposure  
and advertising. 

Only recently has there been an innovative movement supporting social networking embraced 
across the business. Organizations such as The Social Workplace suggest the once radical notion 
that social media can actually increase productivity, expedite communication and enhance 
connectivity. In fact, some could argue a lack of in-house social media limits company growth 
by contributing to old-fashioned business ideals where thoughts and ideas must pass through 
gatekeepers to instill action. 

Social networking levels the playing field, allowing for more voices to be heard and ideas to be spawn 
from the “bottom up.” The social enterprise no longer carries a negative connotation and instead 
suggests forward thinking, superior internal communication and accelerated global connectivity.

“Post it, 
tag it,

tweet it,
like it”
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In September 2008, “Yammer” was introduced to the corporate world as one of the first business-
centered social platforms designed to promote collaboration within the walls of an enterprise 
or pre-determined group. Like many businesses around the globe, ServiceNow started to use 
Yammer to increase company collaboration. 

The same month Yammer was launched, ServiceNow employee John Roberts joined the Yammer 
network and registered as the only ServiceNow group member. He had high hopes of using the 
network to break down communication barriers between departments and create a stronger 
sense of inclusion among remote employees. John was a ServiceNow field-based technical 
consultant. 

About a month after joining, still alone in the Yammer network, John posted, “Haven’t found a good 
usage for this service yet.” After three months, John posted, “3 members, it’s officially a party now.” 
After more than a year, John posted, “Two more people joining the party. Still not sure of the value 
until we get a larger group.”

It wasn’t until Rhett Glauser, ServiceNow senior manager of communications, began promoting 
Yammer internally as a slick way to share information that Yammer really started to take off. The 
group grew and became more active as people from different departments began to join and 
share information. People could ask questions and initiate conversation within the company. 
Users became empowered by the ability to influence company awareness and remain “in the 
loop” on current internal events. Groups were created, notifications were turned on, hash tags 
were used effectively and Yammer began to catch on.

Soon Rob Luddy, ServiceNow VP of worldwide sales, transitioned from sending “New Customer” 
announcements via email, instead via Yammer posts. Many other department heads followed 
his lead and began posting department updates and projects on the Yammer page. The group 
eventually grew to a total of 133 members, but still more than half of the company was not signed 
up. Since Yammer was a still a “rouge” tool, many employees were often unwittingly left out and it 
never fully realized its potential. 

However, ServiceNow developers were a group that easily accepted Yammer as a tool to help 
them do their jobs and in their conversations with customers began to see the growing demand 
for a more social IT organization and business. They warmed to the idea of social IT. 

In the fourth quarter of 2010, the development team began enhancing ServiceNow SaaS for IT 
service management by building social IT directly into the platform. On Dec. 1, 2010, ServiceNow 
internally launched two new social IT applications named Live and Chat. 

That same day, Fred Luddy, ServiceNow CEO, posted to Yammer, “Wednesday night (Dec. 1), 
the initial release of Live will be added to the Surf instance. Live has some of the functionality of 
Chatter, Yammer, Facebook, Jive, etc., such as: post a message; add images to the message; 
reply to posts and reply to replies; change your avatar. There is a lot of functionality yet to come - 
hope to see a lot of you over there.”

That was an understatement. Much more functionality has since been delivered. Also understated 
has been the rate of adoption and acceptance of the new ServiceNow Live application within the 
company. In the two months Live has been available to the company, no less than 237 people have 
tapped into its social power. Here are some other Live usage stats after two months of use:

•	 1183 messages posted by 129 different people

•	 164 base messages, all others are replies

•	 310 likes 

“Break down 
communication 

barriers 
between  

departments 
and create a 

stronger sense 
of  inclusion 

among  
employees”
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A study of the adoption and social behavior around Live and Yammer as similar social tools 
is warranted. Remember, it took about a year for four ServiceNow people to join its 
Yammer network.

Surf is the internal instance of ServiceNow the company uses to manage the business, from HR, 
to IT, to marketing and sales, to operations and project management. We like to drink our own 
champagne in mass quantities. So there was palpable excitement within the company when Live 
was turned on. It became the new toy and breathed life and personality into Surf, our business 
platform. 

The mass exodus from Yammer to ServiceNow Live began immediately after Fred announced 
Live in his last Yammer post. Fred’s executive sponsorship certainly helped and it wouldn’t be 
the fi rst time social media has benefi tted from promotion by an infl uencer. But the fact that the 
ServiceNow people using Yammer could now simply start using the tool they already spend most 
of their day using certainly helped. 

Employees report that they prefer Live because it is more accessible. Rather than logging in to 
another service, Live is built into the service platform they already use. They do not have to sign 
up or register for a separate account to participate—they are connected naturally.

Also, when social functionality is built into the business platform, employees no longer have a 
reason to wander off to other tools. Their attention remains within company operations. They 
are able to informally interact with their peers in a social network—thus strengthen company 
cohesion—and remain involved in company processes. 

We expect the same rapid adoption within the businesses of existing ServiceNow customers 
because their users are already fully invested. As Google Wave experienced, even the most 
innovative social tools will not succeed if only a couple of people are using them. Social success 
depends on community.

It also helps that this is social with a built-in use case. This is not social for the sake of social. 
It is social IT with all traditional ITSM functions like knowledge, project, incident and change 
management leveraging the power of Live and Chat. 

“Social 
success 

depends on 
community”
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Social IT means that not only do people get to be more social and interconnected, but “things” 
like incidents and confi guration items begin to enter the conversation. These “things” now have 
the ability to post their status to the stream and have people interact with them. Yes, your CMDB 
is about to become a social butterfl y.

In terms of what social IT can do for the businesses, we have only seen the tip of the iceberg. 
Beyond the ITSM use case, at ServiceNow Live has become a vehicle to help users from every 
level of the company to contribute to company momentum. Live levels the playing fi eld, allowing 
anyone from the CEO to the intern to post thoughts, ideas and comments at a 
company-wide level. 

Similar to a Facebook news feed or Yammer page, employees have reported that the company 
Live stream is useful in staying current on customer opportunities and feedback, and company 
news and projects, and development work and product enhancements. Employees have also 
reported it is an extremely functional way to get help when it is not always clear where to go 
to get help. 

Employees at ServiceNow have recognized an advantage to using Live over email in many 
circumstances. Users report that the instant visibility of posts within the Live stream give it the 
feel of chat without the expectation of an immediate response. Also, information is preserved as 
informal, searchable knowledge and is available for additional commentary. Also, employees at 
ServiceNow recognize that email is often overused and many company wide messages are often 
misdirected or ignored. Users can simply click a “like” button to voice approval. Live gives users 
access to company wide exposure in a more social, interactive environment. 

Two months after social IT capabilities were launched at ServiceNow activity continues to grow. 
Employees have started “subscribing” to one another in order to follow updates and posts of 
fellow colleagues. User can also create groups and use hash tags to categorize themes while 
personalizing and organizing information further.  

ServiceNow is known for consistently providing the most cutting-edge technology in service 
management. As the world grows smaller, communication grows more critical to corporate 
success, and soon a business’s survival will depend on the strength of its social network. IT must 
embrace social and pave the way for the future of business operations. ServiceNow social IT is 
leading the crusade. The social enterprise can no longer be ignored—we invite our IT customers 
to transform their organizations, and their businesses, by taking a step into the future to see what 
social IT can do.

“Yes, your 
CMBD

 is about 
to become 

a social 
butterfly”
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